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From English documents it is clear  that  by the fifteenth century French gold-
smiths’ work, and more particularly 0pm- Parin'emis, Parisian goldsmiths’ work,
was the type of plate and jewellery of foreign origin  most  commonly to be
found in England. Not that it was ever anything but rare, and it is mentioned
almost exclusively when in the ownership of royal or noble individuals.1

My aim here is to explore some aspects of this English taste for French,
and especially Parisian goldsmiths’ work in the years around 1300. During this
time, three successive generations of English  kings, Henry III, Edward Iand
Edward II, married French royal  brides.  Henry III married Eleanor of Provence
(sister to LouisIX’s  wife Marguerite), Edward I in 1299 married Marguerite,
sister  of Philippe 1e Bel, and Edward II in  1308  married  Isabella, daughter of
Philippe. The  language  of the English court and government was, of course,
a formof French, what we now call Anglo-Norman, and many English nobles
had close ties with France by virtue of their lands and family connections. Just
such  a  man, for example, was Henry III’s half  brother, William de Valence,
Earl of Pembroke, son of  Hugh  de  Lusignan  and Isabella, widow of King
John, and  possessed  of extensive lands in both France and England. He died
in 1296 and his  tomb  in Westminster Abbey is of champ/e116 enamel, typically
Limoges  in style.2 It was probably made by a  Limoges craftsman working in
London, unless it was  imported  all the way from Limoges itself, like  that
recorded as made for  Walter  de Merton, Bishop of  Rochester, in 1288.3

Whether  these examples of Franco-British cultural  links  are truly typical
or  not, what sort of evidence now remains, and how we may assess it, are
important but difficult questions.  Were  there exchanges of goldsmiths between
the cities of London and Paris, as well as of gifts between the English and
French royal courts?Were  the  cultural  links  just  at court level, or did they
extend for example to merchants?  Could  the stylistic uncertainties inherent in
some surviving pieces be explained by these factors?

'  Edward I is  recorded  in  1299  as owning silver spoons  with the  Paris hallmark, a
flcur-de-lys, KW. Lightbown, Secular Coldrmitbs’ Wbrk in Medieval  France, London  1978, p. 8,

n. 28.  Richard  II and Henry IV owned and  bought  01m: Parixiemtlr, M.L. Campbell, ‘White
huts  and  coronets; the  jewellery and plate of  Richard  II', in Th  Regal Image  qitlJard II

and the  Wilton nycb, ed. D.  Gordon  et al., London 1997, pp.  104, 107, 112.

z  M.-M.  Gauthier, Emaux  du my”:  age, Fribouxg 1970, pp.  192—93, fig.  141.

3  Ibid., p. 192.
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Documents and works of art can answer different  aspects  of these ques-
tions, but only imperfectly, for their evidence is often obscure and sometimes
contradictory. Documents may be ambiguous or simply lacking in descriptive
detail, and goldsmiths’ work  survives only in relatively atypical, random and
minuscule  quantities.  In England the Reformation of the  sixteenth  century
resulted in catastrophic damage to its ecclesiastical goldsmiths’ work, on  a  far.
greater scale  than  was suffered by France at the  Revolution. Secular  plate has
always been vulnerable; crucial as an indicator of its owner’s magnificence, it

was always liable to be melted down to be remade into the  most  fashionable
styles.  A distinctively English  decorative and stylistic vocabulary can be recog-
nised in  just  a handfulof pieces of goldsmiths’ workthat survive from the
thirteenth  and early fourteenth  centuries, whilst the evidence for France, and
especially for the goldsmithery skills of Paris, is far greater.4

Parisian  goldsmiths  were  early noted for their talent at enamelling on gold
and silver. Enamel was the only means by which metals  could  be brilliantly and
permanently coloured, an aesthetic effect increasingly valued from the late thir-
teenth century. The alternative was to use gem-stones, which were immensely
costly. The constituents of enamel were not expensive, but the technique
demanded the very highest skills. Danielle Gaborit has recently traced the emerg-
ence in the late thirteenth century of the difficult doiwnne’ enamel technique, fol-
lowed by bam  tail/e, or translucent enamel, in the early fourteenth century, and
has thrown  light uponthe identities of those who practised  them, duting the
reign of Philippe le Bel and his successors.5 The twenty or so surviving pieces
of Parisian  [loimnne’ enamel, assembled in Paris for the first time so comprehen-
sively in 1998 for the exhibition  ‘L’art  au  temp:  de: mi:  maua'itf‘ allowed us to
appreciate the  skill  of  their  craftsmanship and the subtle differences in their
design. Mme Gaborit has shown conclusively that  the renowned master Guil-
laume  Julian, goldsmith of Paris, was not the sole practitioner of  doiwnné
enamel on  gold, and  that  the fragmentary filiale fromthe head reliquary of
St  Louis, commissioned by the King for the Sainte Chapelle between 1299
and 1306, is the sole  surviving piece that was certainly made by him.7

The earliest apparently datable example of Parisian ham  tail/e  enamelling
is the triptych altarpiece from Seville Cathedral, enamelled with the royal arms
of France and Burgundy and the kneeling figures of a  king and queen  — thus

‘  Illustrated and discussed: He Age 9f China/y -  Art in  Plantagenet England  1200— 1400,
ed. J.  Alexander  and P.  Binski, London  1987;  ML. Campbell, ‘Gold, silver and  precious

stones’, in Eng/{1b medieval  industriu,  ed. J. Blair and N.  Ramsay, London 1991,  pp. 107—
66; Le: farm du  Gotbique  -  le  :iérle  do  Charla:  V, Paris, Grand  Palais,  1981; Le  Trimr dc

Saint-Dank, Paris, Musée  du  Louvre, 1991;  Earl  nu terry): da: mi:  maudit:  — Plu'l'ppe le Bel at
m  fils  1285—1328, Paris, Grand  Palais, 1998.

5  D.  Gaborit-Chopin, ‘Guillaume  Julian et  compagnie’,  in  Studi  di  mfimia,  ed. AR.
Calderoni  Masetti, Bollattino  d’am,  suppl. 95,  1996,  pp. 71—83.

6  Raf: plaudits nos  131—141,  pp. 206-17.
7  Ibid, no. 131.
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mentary mentions of enamel exist at this date. For instance, for the  king’s
cousin, the wealthy ecclesiastic Bogo de' Clare (died 1294), there  is  a  long

inventory of silver with  just  one reference to enamel: repaixs to two old bowls
with :mtz'ci: aumlr et aumellaa'one — this is probably a  reference to heraldic shields,
in the old fashioned  cbampleI/é technique.I3 An  account of the  English  royal
wardrobe of 1285  mentions  payment to a certain Gerard dc  Sens, goldsmith
of Paris, for  making three  silver-gilt enamelled cups for Edward I, but without
further detail.” In the inventory of the papal treasury of 1295, English work
is recognisable, although  only by inference: certain vessels are described as
enamelled  with  the English royal arms, and were presumably royal gifts.15 King
Edward I’s wardrobe  account of 1299 lists over  a  hundred secular vessels. The
majority of these pieces are silver cups whose decoration is scarcely mentioned
— just one pitcher is described as  enamelled, neither technique no:  subject
specified.“s Gifts to the king are  listed  separately, and it is perhaps significant
that several are mentioned as enamelled:  apairof  knives  with enamelled silver
handles, fromMary, Countess  of St  Pol, another pair with  ivory and  silver
enamelled handles fromthe duchess of Brabant (as  a  New  Year’s  present), and

a  silver jug enamelled with images of  kings  and queens, from the Archbishop of
York.17 But unfortunately, again, there is nowhere any mention  of  goldsrnith’s
name or details of technique.

In the fourteenth century both documentary evidence and extant examples
do  reveal  an English  taste  for translucent enamel or ham  tail/e.  For example,
in  1317  enamels specified as  clan' -  which in the context must mean ham  tail/e
— are described as adorning a  gold ewer and basin that  cost  the considerable
sum of  £147  ls. 8d, and were made by Edward II’s  goldsmith, Roger Frowyck
of  London, as  gifts  to the papal envoy Cardinal Gaucelin  d’Euse.” Other plate
for the pope was bought in London, for presentation to the  king, fromthe
Bardi merchants of Florence. Perhaps  significantly, for none of these  latter
pieces  — 46 items in all  — is there mention of  translucent enamel, though  all
were made of gold and most are described as being enamelled with the arms
of the pope and the king.”

'3 M.  Giuseppi, ‘The wardrobe and household  accounts of  Bogo  de Clare’, Arrhueologia,
vol. 70 (1920), p. 42: an  unnamed London  goldsmith is paid  205.  for the work.

" Retard: of the  wardmbe and  [Jame/101d 1285—6, London 1977, ed. B. and C. Byerly, nos.
520, 575, pp. 51, 57.

'5 E.  Molinier, ‘Invenmire du  trésor  du  saint siége  sous Boniface VIII’, Bibliothe‘que d:
l’Em/e  dc:  charm, vol. 43  (1882), pp.  277—310, esp. nos 4, 9, 44, 64 and 65, all of gold.

'6 London, Society of  Antiquaties, lib” ,Quotidianm, 1787, pp.  341—43.
'7 1M, 13. 348.
‘3 T.  Stapleton, ‘A brief  summary of the wardrobe  accounts  of King Edward II',

Archaeologia, vol. 26 (1836), p.  322; M. Campbell, ‘Exhibits  at ballots: the  pope’s candlestick’,

Anfiquariexjoumal, vol. 65 (1985), pp. 467—68.

'9 Printed version of  this  inventory: T.  Smpleton, ‘A brief summary of the Wardrobe
Accounts  of  .  . .  King Edward the Second’,Attbaeolagia, vol. 26 (1836), p. 318 ff.; the plate by the

Bardi in  1317  was  wonh  a  substantial £1177  3s. 4d. English  references  specifically to  translucent
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Fig. 2. Drawing of an enamelled ‘tablet’ or diptych. English, by Thomas
Underwood 1796. The original, of silver and enamel, showing scenes of the life

of Christ, was formerly in the Arundel collection, but its present whereabouts is
unknown. English or French, 1325—50. London, Society of Antiquaries, album

‘Utensils and Furniture’. Photograph by the author.

English work
There is a handful of  [lame mil/e  enamels unequivocally English in style, and

the, majority of the  most  artistically accomplished of these date fromafter a'rm
1340.  I  will concentrate on just four earlier examples. The earliest survival,
although finely engraved, is now almostbars of enamels  —  just fragments of
black, blue, green and brown remain. This is known as the Swinburne Pyx,

fromthe ancient Yorkshirefamily in Whose possessionit had been for centuries
before its recognition and acquisition by the Victoria and Albert Museum in
1950.20 Made of silver, it is decorated with fourscenes:  the Virgin and Child,

the Nativity, the Agnus Dei and the head of Christ, with an architectural

colormade around the outside. The two  scenes  with the Virgin Closely parallel
similar  scenes  in two early fourteenth—century manuscripts, now in Cambridge,
that were produced in England, possibly in London. One of these manuscripts

enamels are rare —only in the reign :Jf Edward III, in 1338—40, does  another occur, a gold

covered cup [mmfla  mmpam'; [gyms/12k all [lam m/on'lim which is of considerable worth at J€47 16s.

3d, M. Lyon 9!  £11., 7716 W’am’mbe Book.  gflVi/Jam de [Vamps/l, Brussels1993, p.  399.

2“ Age (f Chm/()1, no.  571; CC.  Oman, ‘The Swinburne p316, Bur/irigmfl naifitze, vol.

92 (1950), pp.  337—41.
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is  a  book of hours made for  a  certain  Alice  de Reydon, who died sometime
after 1310.21 Remarkably, the Reydon family was related to the Swinburnes
and it is possible, though unprovable, that the goldsmith who made the pyx
had access to this manuscript, or  a  related model book. So demonstrable and
close a  relationship between  a goldsmith and  a  manuscript is unique at  this
date in England.

My second example, which is now in the British Museum, is the  so-called
Savernake Horn of ivory mounted in enamelled silver.22 A  complex  object  of
several  dates, its importance here lies in the two  silver  bands at the top of the
horn, enamelled in blue and green ham  tail/e.  The central scene remains enig-
matic and shows  a  king and  a  bishop flanked by a forester blowing his  horn,
and the animals of the forest pursued by hounds. The king and bishop each
raise  a  gloved hand as if in acknowledgement or agreement, but their identities
remain obscure. The hornwas for centuries owned by the hereditary wardens
of the royal forest of Savemake (Wiltshire).B The loose figure style and drapery
can be compared with English illumination of 1325—40, such as the  Smitbfie/d
Demtalr  and the  T zymouth  Hourx, both now in the British Library.“ But even
more closely related is another ham  tail/e  work, a  small unprovenanced
devou'onal  djptych made of silver, now in the Victoria and  Albert  Museum.
The engraving style of the figures of St Michael and St John the Baptist is
markedly close to  those  on the horn, the heads of the  king and St John
strikingly similar.  But for neither piece is  there  any evidence about the craftsman
who made it.25

Another unprovenanced English diptych, also in the Victoria and Albert
Museum, reveals  a  more sophisticated and perhaps  a  later artist, using a Wide
range of enamel colours and highly modelled figures on  a  minute scale — the
total  height of each leaf is just fourcentimetres.“ The style but not the palette
may be compared with the  Amndel  Psalter of  circa 1300.27 Notable features
are the  figure  of St George in armour, its  type  no earlier  than  circa 1340, and

2' Age of Chitin/DI, no.  570.
22 117121., no.  544; R. Camber and]. Cherry, "I'he  Savemake  hom’, pp. 201—11 in  Cal/utm-

and  Collection Brim/J  Mmeum  Yearbook 2, 1977.

a The  horn  is  first  referred to by the English antiquary William Camden in the Latin
edition of  Britannia  published in  1607, translated into English in 1610 by Philemon Holland,

p.  254.
24 L. Sandler, Sun/g:  of Englixb  Gothic  Manmmptx  1285—1585, London 1986, nos 101

and 98.
E  M. Chamot, Eng/ill)  Medieval  Enamel; London  1930, no. 32, pl. 186; M. Campbell,

‘English basse taille  enamels’, pp.  37—46, in Omfiterie e  mmlt‘i  in  Eurapafm  X111  6  XV, sew/o.
Atii  del tonuegno di  :tudi, Jam/a Norma/e Swerim’ di  Pisa, Nov.  1996, Anna/i  della  Sum/a Norma/e

di  Pim, vol. 4, 2, ed. A. Calderoni Masetu', Pisa 1997.

2‘ Age of Chit/419', no.  584.
27 Sandler, Sun/gt, no. 38, pls  84—85.  The  work  of the  Majesty master, exemplified in

pl. 85: the Coronation of the Virgin is particularly close  to that of the enamels of the
diptych and  both  images  share  the motif of leopard headed  cusps.
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Fig. 3. Leopard’s head hallmark-detail on  a  silver spoon. English 5.1450. London,
Victoria and Albert Museum, inv. no. 1'347—[900. By permission of the Board of

Trustees of the Victoria and Albert Museum.

architectural cuspsin the form ()flcopard’s heads, aparticularly English conceit,

probably inspired by the Royal Arms.”
Here it may be illuminating t0 exarnije thf: communities of goldsmiths

based  respectively in Paris and  London, and t0 CXPIO:€ the ownership of
Parisian goldsmiths’ work of this dat: in England. Where were suchworks
being made and sold, and t0 and by whom?

Although London was the greatest  centre  ()fgoldsmiths in Britain through
out the Middle Ages, their numbers were always markedly fewer than those
in Paris. The Parisian Liz/re (ire mil/(J of  1292 ,ists116 goldsmiths and enamellers,

while by 1300  there were  251.” Contemporary London evidence is far less
precise, and London was a smaller City. In 1292 theremay havc been only
about sixty goldsmiths'W, their numltcrs rising only in the later fourteenth

28 The  most  dramatic renderings of tltc English royal lutpnrds to survive are the

embroidered textiles in the Musée dc Cluny ,vf r. 1300, Age ()[Cbiz/g/‘Iy, no. 12. The lcopard’s

head also  became  the symbol of the stcrlim; standard, see below,

29 D. aorit-Chopin, ‘Orfévrcrie, émniilcric’. p. 1.79, n. 1, in Hair ”Ia/411175.

5’” Estimates of London’s population and within it of the relative numbers of craftsmen

vary somewhat, sinceLondon records at t1‘.  5  dare arc not as richas  those  for Paris.The

craft and goldsmith populations are best discu553d F01 1292 and 1319 by E. Ekwall, Two

Ear/y Lam/rm  Ml/xz'q/j' Ro/Zr, Lund 1951, pp. 95—102 (1292), 110—11 (1319); GA. Williams,

Alvdirz'a/  Loudml:frmz  Cowl/mm  M  (Job/MA London 197“;  TV. Rcddaway and LEM. \Valker,

The [jar/y [lixfm' ()j/[H’ Ch/drmiflu" (Tow/may H27~ 7509, London 1975, pp. xix—xxvi.
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century — for example, to 135 in 1368—9.31 The role of Paris as the European
artistic entrepét is borne out by the number of goldsmiths in Paris bearing
names which suggest that  their  origins lay elsewhere — in Flanders, Germany
or England. The  Liane de  tail/e of 1292  names fourgoldsmiths and one enameller
as fromEngland or London."2 At thisdate  we  know that  the system of
hallmarking precious metal was  unknown  in England but already well estab-
lished in several French  cities, including Paris, as decreed by Philippe III in
1275.  The French standard stipulated for  silver  was sterling (92.5% pure sil-
ver 33, which meant at  that date  the purity of silver in an English penny. The
first unambiguous description of the Paris  hallmark  — the fleur de lys  — in fact
occursin an English royal inventory of  1299, on silver spoons belonging to
Edward I.34 It is surely more  than  mere coincidence that it was  just a year later,
in 1300, that Edward introduced the  first  English legislation on hallmarking,
decreeing that  the king’s mark— that is, the mark of  a  leopard’s head (derived
from the English royal arms, see fig. 3, just as the  fleur  de lys derived from
the French) — should  be stamped on metal of the approved standard  — that
is, silver of sterling standard and gold of the standard of Paris — both standards
being identical  to those used in France.35 The leopard’s  head  mark was pre-
scribed for use by goldsmiths throughout England, and the King appointed
his own chief goldsmith, Adam, to oversee the  law’s  enforcement.36 Adam’s
unusual role as intermediary between  English  goldsmiths is  a  subject  which
will be returned to.

Well before this date, however, ‘Paris work’ features in the possession of
English royalty. In 1232, early in Henry III’s  reign and before his marriage,
comes the earliest  mention  in an English inventory known to this  author  of
l’aeumz de Pam, when two gold circlets (‘garlandesch’) are listed in his possession.”
In subsequent inventories the number of circlets increases, to four by 1254,” and

3' Ibid, p. 79.
’2 P.H.  Gérard, Pan':  Mil!  Phil/1}): [e Bel, d’ 71?: .  .  .  le R072 :19 la  Taille  imam?  .  .  . 1292,

Paris, 1837.  A  Bernard of Limoges, perhaps an enameller, was in London in 1283, Calendar

qflzlter-Baok:  of the Cry qondon, A, ed. RR.  Sharpe, London  1899, p. 109.
3’ Lightbown, Goldrmitbx' Work; C.  Arminjon, ‘Les poingons  parisiens au  XIVe siécle’,

pp.  23—24, and F.  Muel, ‘Lcs  poingons  provinciaux  au XIV  siécle’, pp.  25—28, both  in Le:
ofwmfranfair mu: I’Am‘ien Regime:  am: du col/aqua a‘ Nantes  1989, ed. C. Arminjon and A.
Erlande—Brandenburg, Nantes 1994.

3‘ See n. 1, above.
’5 Discussed and  illustrated Campbell, ‘Gold’, pp. 140-3, figs. 66—90.
3‘ ‘Appoinunent  of Adam Lorfevre of London to survey all things  manufactured  of gold

and silver, and to see  that  the  ordinance  lately enacted by the  king and council is  observed’,
issued on September 26, 1300, CPR  1292— 1301, p. 537.The  existence  of this  order  with its
important  implications seems to  have  been overlooked by writers on English hallmaxking.

’7 CPR, 1232—47, p. 5:  December  15, 1232.

3“ This  inventory lists fourgarlands, and specifies  three  as of Paris. No materials save
pearls  are detailed, PRO, E101  /684/56/ 1: 37 Henry III.
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to five in 1272,39 but nowhere are they described in any detail. Circlets were  a
form of headdress wornby both  sexes.“ In the 12805 and 12905 references
to Parisian goldsmith’s workincrease in English  sources.  King Edward I’s first
wife, Eleanor of Castile, was  a  lavish spender, who bought and commissioned
plate and jewellery bothin Paris itself, and fromFrench goldsmiths and mer-
chants visiting London. These include Laurence de Campania,]ohn 1e Romayne
and Roger Accon, the latter being paid  in 1290 for bringing jewels (iota/in)
back to London from Paris, and for the  cost  of eight forges for working gold.M
Eleanor’s  chief personal goldsmith was Adam of London, who is first recorded
in an  English  wardrobe account  circa  1286—9 as buying iota/in for Eleanor’s
Christmas presents while he was  visiting Paris.42

In 1291, Eleanor spent over  £800  on Parisian goldsmiths’ work  (auurage:
fem  a  Punk) — a mixtureof gold plate: seventeen hanaps, twelve  [wins a  layer
— and of jewellery, mostly brooches."3 Just  a  little  detail  is given, for example
there  are thirteen c/Japau:  a  lozenge: ”mail/ea dar and 160  piece:  dor  esmaz'llee de
:1e  color  a  tmmer; trmoir:  were jewelled head-bands.44 The translucent and
lozenge-shaped enamels were all surely the well knownParisian claixanne’
enamel.45 Is it simply coincidence  that  just  five years later, in 1296, Adam  the
English goldsmith, itemises in his bill to King Edward 21 number of enamelled
pieces apparently of  this  sort  -  chapeau: with arm: de dare  colour, 171mm both
with  lozenge: glmalle: and  a pain:  army/[es de  tier:  ao/um"?46 In other words, did

3’ Published 0.  Lehmann-Brockhaus, Lateiniu/Je Stbnflquellen gar  164m!  in  England  901—
1307, Munich 1955—60, vol. 3, no.  6223, pp. 288-89. Described as gold ‘garlands’ of  Paris
and pn'ced at £27 135.  4d., they are evidently far more substantial pieces  than those  listed in
1254, worth  only 48s. 2d,, about  10% of the  1272  list. French influence on clothing was already

apparent in melfth—cenmry England, and may have  started long before.  By the  thirteenth century
Paris was undoubtedly the producer of the  most  desired pieces of metcery such as jewelled
garlands and girdles, Sutton, ’Mercery‘, see Bibliography under 1997, pp. 105, n. 18, 110, n. 91.

4° R. W. Lightbown, Eumpmn  Medieval jewel/ea, London  1992, pp.  43—48, (circlets) 101,

108—18, 130—31.
"  Eleanor: J.C.  Parsons, ‘Eleanor of  Castile: legend and reality through seven  centudes’, in

Eleanor  9f Cam/a  commemorative may, ed. D. Parsons, Stamford  1991, pp.  23—54. Roger  Accon
is cited inJ.C.  Parsons, Court  and  Honcho/:1  qf Eleanor  of Carlile  in  1290, Toronto  1977, p. 85.

‘2 The only surviving example of  Adam’s  work is an impression of his personal  seal,
PRO, E213/35.  Adam’s  importance, especially as intermediary between France and Eng-
land, although  well  documented, deserves  fuller  study. For the  1286—9  trip to Paris, Retard:

If the  Wardmbe  and  Household  1286—9, ed. B. and C. Byerly, London  1986, p.  13—14; his

activities  are briefly summarised in  Parsons, Court, p. 66 and n.
‘3 PRO, E101  /684/56/2  dated 20 Edward I, and 1291. The list is of  three  membranes

but incomplete.
“  Tmoin‘. Lightbown, EumpmnjeweI/ey, p. 113, and ch. 14.

‘5 lozenge-shaped cloimzm’ enamels of this  sort, 1300-25, clearly intended to be sewn
onto fabric, are in the Musée de Cluny, Rai: mauditx, no.  137.

‘6 PRO, C47/3/25, 24 Edward  I  (1296). Some of the enamels, with arms of the king

and of the duke of Gloucester, are clearly commissions.  Prices  are given, as for example,

1  tbufieau dor and  1  Immir  dar  a  lozenge ajmqyllu  cost  )(,7; the  total spent  was the large sum

of £817 45.
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Fig. 4. Impressions of the personal seal of Queen Eleanor 0f Castile (died 1290),

first wife of Edward 1. London, Society of Antiquaries. Photograph by the author.

By permission of the Society of Antiquaries.

Adam acquire new enamelling skills, not  then  known in England, while he

was in Paris  a  few years earlier?
After Eleanor’s death, King Edward retained her goldsmith Adam as his

own, and in 1299 Adam was again  sent  to Paris on a major shopping expedition

— presumably in connection with Edward’s forthcoming marriage to Margaret
of France, which took place in September of that year. Two long lists survive
(in the PRO), though sadly bare of description and detail, but specifying the
total sumsspent.47 They consist  mostly of drinking vessels — a total of 225
cups, twelve of these being of gold of which fourwere enamelled. The rest
were of silver gilt, of which aboutfifty were adorned with enamel. Most
unusually, however, a  supplementary list exists which actually names the
Parisian suppliers of this plate, and more, as it includes preciousstones, that
is pierrerz'e. The list is entitled: Adar/z Laifwre (16/961? a  Punk [16 flamed/meme dor er
dagem‘ par 110511? Jezgmz/r [6 R0} dag/elem.“ The sum Adam spent is prodigious
by medieval standards — over £10,000, but he was buying from the leading
goldsmiths, and as one might EXPCC'E, mostly from thosewho also supplied

"7 PRO, E101/355/23, 27 Edward  I  (1299). Items  are summaxily listed with weights

and prices.
43 PRO, E101/355/24, 27 Edward I. For  each  of the French goldsmiths a total is given

for the weight and value of the plate supplied, Pierre de Maante dominating, by providing

plate and pierrm'c worth  £1708  4s. 83/4d.
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the French king: Guillaume Perrier, Pierrade Maante, Raoul  de Perrier, Robert
de St Quentin, Nicholas de Lajgni and Achymel le Changeoux."9 Senior English
clerics too were buying Parisian goldsmiths’ work  — in  1302  the bishop of
London, Richard of Gravesend, owned  a  silver  cambum  or crozier de 01514: Park,50
and  circa 1305 the bishop of  Lichfield, Walter  Langton, commissioned in Paris
a  new shrine for the relics of St  Chad, costing £2000.“

By way of contrast to the documentary material, there are  just  a  few
medieval French, mostly Parisian pieces, which have been in Britain since the
eighteenth century, or perhaps much earlier, and which may enlarge out  View
of the  cultural  milieu of English patrons and goldsmiths. The silver hanap
cover from All  Souls  College, Oxford, is  a  masterpiece, which incorporates
cloixonné as well as chum/emf enamel of around  1300.  It was very likely acquired
by Archbishop Chichele (died  1443), the founder of the College, and donor
of other notable French goldsmiths’ work, though  inventoried first  at the
College only in 1556.52

A  small silver  casket, heraldically engraved, now in the British Museum,
has been in England since at least the eighteenth century.53 Its arms represent
two Anglo-French queens, Margaret, second wife of Edward I and sister of
Philippe 1e Bel, and  Isabel, his  daughter, wife to Edward II. The prominent
placing of Isabel’s arms on the front, with Margaret’s on the  back, suggests
that the  casket  was presented by Margaret to her niece, perhaps on the  occasion
of her bettothal in  1303  or of her marriage in 1308. Though the casket has
only minimal stylistic traits  — elegant twin lancets engraved repeatedly, around
the box  — the formsof these suggest  a  French rather  than  an English craftsman.
Margaret is known to have  patronised bothParisian and English goldsmiths.
For  instance, William de Keyles was  a  known  London  goldsrnith, (although
his name may suggest an origin in Calais) who was paid ten marks in 1299 to
make seals in gold and silver for her (comp. fig.  5).“ But is the bold engraving
style of the gold privy seal unequivocally English?

49 All the goldsmiths listed, except Achymel, supplied the French  king, R.  Fawu'er and
F. Maillard, Car/4m:  Rojaux  1285—1314, Paris  1953—6; D. Gaborit—Chopin, ‘Orfévres  et

émailleurs parisiens au  XIVe siécle’, pp. 29—40, in Arminjon and Erlande—adenburg,
Auden  Regime.

5° Lehmann-Brockhaus, Scbnflguellen, vol. 3, no.  6274, p.  310.  The  crozier  was fairly

modestly valued at 71 5.  Richard  had  also  commissioned two silver  dishes  in Paris, from
an  unknown maker, ihid, no.  6273, p.  309.

5' The shrine of St Chad was paid for by the Ballardi of  Lucca  in  Paris, on behalf of
Bishop Langton, A.  Beardwood, ‘The trial  of Walter Langton, Bishop of Lichfield  1307—

12’, T ranmttiom (ft/1e Amerimn  Pbilompbiml  Sat-icy, n.s. vol. 54, 3  (1964), p. 27, n. 7, quoting

PRO, K.R.  Accounts Various 127, 25, and  other  sources.

52 Roi: mauditI, no. 135.

53 Age of Chad/y, no.  363.
5‘ The great seal was of gold, the privy seal of silver: L.F. Salzmann, Medieval  English

Indmtries, London  1923, p.  123, citing PRO, E101 /355/17. Keyles was paid 20 marks for

workmanship of  both  in  1299.
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Fig. 5. Imp:essions of the personal seal of Queen Margaret of France (died
1317), second wife of Edward I. London, Society of Antiquaries. Photograph by

the author. By permission of the Society of Antiquaries.

A piece 0F clearly Frmch origin is the Founder’s Cup of Oriel College,
Oxford, of 1325—50.Made of silvcrigilt, engraved with decorative crownsand
letters, with the Paris hallmark, it is documented as: havmg been bought in

London by the College only in 1493, and was probably selected because its
decorativeinitials  fitted  {11056 of the college’s royal found-31', Edward  1.55

Numbers of pieces 0? French jewellery have been excavated in Britain,

but I shall here consider just three that have  been  found in the last sixty years.
The brooch of gold set with rubies and  cameos that  W2: foundat Oxwich
castle in W’ales is closely comparable with a broochfrom the Colmar treasure,
and is thus datéa'alc to 1720—40. However the  cameos  are earlier, and are here
clearly reused in these Sittings; they can be dated to  WM  1251') and are early
examples of a technique that was being revived in Paris at this date.80 The
gold ring enamelfd in 131.16 liaue  [MY/e (with tracesof red 213:1 white) with the
Virgin and Child was found in the  tomb  of Bishop Grzmdissonin Exeter

3% Lightbown, Db/dr/fli/[Lr' I 71%., pp. 22~3, pl. XIX; M‘ Campbeli ‘Mcdicval founders’

relics’, in Patronage, Hfl‘tl/dfl‘ {I'M/5017.1” [Mp/(9' m  Merl/km/ bag/11mg Cd. P.  (:053  and M. Keen,

\Woodbridgc  2002.

%  Age ()fCVJ/l’tI/fl, no). 653 (Oxwich brooch); Elf/m (/11 Igotliiql/e, no. 1 )7 (Colmar treasurC);

E. TaburctrDclahttyC, ‘Les bioux’, in  Le  ”(7507' de (Nil/(If, Colmm‘, Muséc Untetlinden

exhibition 1999, pp. 13—31).
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Cathedral, and has been published by John Cherry as Parisian, of 1320—40,
on grounds of its style.” His suggestion is strengthened by circumstantial
evidence  — Grandisson, bornof a Savoyard family in 1292, was educated in
Paris, and, according to his will of 1369, owned  a  crozier and  a  gilt gem-set
cross  that  had both been bought in Paris.58

Lastly to be mentioned is an  extraordinary and important ring — still  little
known — in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.It was foundby chance  in  a  hoard
with fourother gold rings and ten coins of fourteenth and fifteenth-century date
on  a  river bank at: Thame in Oxfordshire duxing the  last  Want.59 The ring is of
gold, set with eight large cut amethysts and weighs  23.5  grams. The relic of the
True  Cross that it presumably once  contained  was held in place behind the ame-
thystcrossof Lorraine by a plaque enamelled on both  sides  in ham  tail/e, which
though  damaged  includes  rouge tier as well as the more  standard  colours. The
plaque shows foliage sprays and on the reverse the  Crucifixion.  Although it was
published first as being sixteenth-century work, it was recognised by Charles
Oman as being Paris workof the fourteenth century, and is perhaps of  a'rm 1350.60

In this general  context may finally be mentioned  just a  few of the stylistically
uncertain pieces where  attribution  has veered between England and France.
Adorned with typically late thirteenth- -cent:u1:yl foliage are  a  gold ring- found
in England, and now in the  British  Museum61 \  and an unprovcnanced ring-
brooch now in the Victoria and  Albert  Museum“62 The heraldically complex
gold ring-brooch, of perhaps  circa 1300, on loan to the  Ashmolean Museum,
was found in England and shows the royal armsof England and France
amongst others. 63 But what attribution should be given to two unprovenanced
enamels, one in the  Louvre  and one in the  Victona  and  Albert Museum, most
remarkably, both so similar that they appear to be the workof the same
craftsman?64

57 Age of China/y, cat. no.  368;].  Cherry, ‘The ring of Bishop John Gmndisson’, pp. 205—
9, pl. XXXIIa, in Medieval Art and  Architemm  at Exeter  Cathedral, ed. F. Kelly, Brim-b
Ambaeolagiml Auadation  T ramarliom, Leeds 1991.

5' F .C. Hingeston—Randolph, ed., T71: Regimr of john  d:  Grandma”, Bishop of Exeter, 1327-
1369, London and  Exeter 1894—99, pp. 1513, 1515.  Grandisson  also  had repairs and

alterations  carried  out in  Paris  to the mitte he had inherited fromBishop Stapleton, at the
substantial  cost  of 200 marks sterling.

5’ Age of China/y, no.  657; most  fully published by J. Evans, ‘The Thame  hoaxd’,
Antiquarie: journal, vol. 21 (1941), pp.  197-202; D.  Hinton, Mediwaljewelleg, Aylesbury
1982, pl.  34—37, pp.  40—41.

6° C.C.  Oman, Britixb Ringx, London  1974, colour plate I D, pp. 86—87.
6' Described and illustrated O.M.  Dalton, Catalogue of Finger Ring: in Me Britixb Mumm,

London  1912, no. 1852, p. 262.

‘2 Lightbown, Eumpmnfewellegy, no. 9 (as French).
‘3 Unpublished; being investigated by N. Griffiths and A. MacGregor, to whom I am

grateful  for their help.
6‘ Farm du  gotbique, no. 199; Chamot, Englirb Enamelr, no. 34, pl. 17 C and D.
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To conclude, it: is clear  that  in the years around  1300  the  ties  between
patrons and goldsmiths on  both  sides  of the Channel were more profound
and more subtle than at  a  single Franco-British dynastic level. Documentary
evidence for  this  period survives in England in some  quantity, even if it is
exceptional for  Parisian  goldsmiths to be named. I have done no more  than
superficially to scratch the surface, and much more research needs to be done.
My aim here has merely been to present both an introduction to the  subject,
and  a  view of some of the  questions  still unresolved.
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